
Through these projects, our volunteers have built relationships with people in need 
that have lasted years beyond the specific weeks of service. Because of these relation-
ships, our organization has been able to assist people within these demographics in 
everything from getting a driver’s license to having a safe birth experience. 

Awareness.  Many of our young volunteers come in contact with 
poverty for the first time on a SLAM service function.  Their eyes are opened to the 
incredible challenges that those who have been widowed, disabled, abandoned or 
displaced experience on a daily basis.  In addition to becoming aware of the needs, 
students also become aware of specific ways in which they can help.  Many of our 
youth volunteers have organized independent clothing drives and school supply col-
lections to meet the needs of those whom they met on a SLAM service effort.  These 
experiences also bridge the young person into consideration of the needs of the poor 
and marginalized around the world.

Ethics. Confronted with the real challenges faced by people in need, the 
young person is left to consider what role they will play in addressing such issues.  
SLAM also awakens the moral being in the young person, teaching them that every-
one needs to play a part in the health of their society.  Learning biblical principles 
about charity and generosity, as well as sacrificial love and vocation, helps young vol-
unteers to see that their futures can count towards the health of the world they live 
in, no matter which particular field they choose to enter into.  They are taught that 
as moral beings created in the image of God, who is a moral being himself, they are 
to get actively involved in remedying issues in society and working towards health. 

Micah 6:8 He has told you, O mortal, what is good; and what the LORD requires of you; 
to do justice, and to love kindness, and to walk humbly with your God.

The young people who volunteer for SLAM discover the possibility of living life with 
God--living among the humble of society, and caring for them by doing justice and 
loving kindness.  Thanks for your continued support which allows us to keep an effec-
tive program like SLAM going strong!     

SLAM. When I started Students Living A Mission (SLAM), I was still a teenager 
myself, so connecting with youth wasn’t difficult because they were my peers. The 
work of SLAM is at our organizational roots--getting young people together to col-
lect and distribute needed items such as food, clothing and school supplies.  Over 
the years, the same young men and women who facilitated these activities have far 
exceeded their service capacities. They’ve moved from collection and distribution to 
addressing worldwide systemic issues. As a young person, setting aside time to work 
hard and giving of one’s time, resources, and strength is very rewarding--and some-
thing that can change a person for life.

Seventeen years later, SLAM is still integral in our efforts as an organization.  This sum-
mer alone, Students Living A Mission will mobilize over 600 young people from all 
over the United States to do community service for low-income families, refugees, 
and the elderly of the greater Nashville area. Additionally, SLAM is facilitating inter-
national service opportunities for 70 young people this summer. In this edition of the 
Global Voice, you will read about the SLAM program and all that it’s doing this summer 
in Nashville and around the world.  In this article, I’m going to share with you why we 
believe in SLAM and put so much of our efforts into it. 

SLAM operates with three main objectives.  Our first objective is to serve the impover-
ished and marginalized of the areas within which we live.  Creating awareness among 
volunteers of the systemic issues that exist in our world that put people in the posi-
tions of need is our second objective.  Finally, the whole experience, both what they 
see and become aware of, raises ethical issues and demands of the young person to 
make moral considerations, including the moral obligation one has for those who 
can’t do for themselves. 

Service.  In the greater Nashville area, our service is targeted at the lower-
income apartment complexes and public housing projects, as well as refugees spread 
throughout the city.  We also serve the elderly, particularly the disabled and widowed.  
For these people groups, we have distributed food and clothing, organized and facili-
tated kids’ summer camps, home renovations, deep cleaning and landscaping. 
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Canaan Kagay and a SLAM parti-
pant reading books with children at 
Stonebrook apartments. SLAM has 
facilitated kids’ carnivals and camps at 
Stonebrook apartments  for four years. 
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Tori Gygi describes a clue for a scavenger hunt to a 
group of children during Camp Skillz. 

Summer Internship is a seven-week program that initially 
started in 2002. It is intended to give participants an opportunity 
to become aware of the plight of the poor, both nationally and 
internationally. Interns train in a variety of service endeavors, 
and learn biblical ethics that educate them on how to apply 
what they learn into daily activity among those in need. On 
June 2, we began our eighth Summer Internship. Nine interns 
began a seven-week internship experience that spans three 
different countries: two weeks in Nashville, then two weeks 
in El Salvador, and finally three weeks in Uganda, East Africa. 

The interns’ weeks in Nashville were packed with hours 
of in-depth bible studies, times of worship, cross-cultural 
training, and all the while, developing a team dynamic. 
Amid all this, they still had time to facilitate “Camp Skillz,” a 
summer day camp for low income children in the Nashville 
area. As they spent time with the campers, the interns 
became aware of some of the many causes behind the lack 
of health--both physically and relationally--in America’s 
youth. Many of the campers are from single family homes 
where the sole parent has no option but to work long 
hours. Unable to afford childcare, many of the children are 
completely on their own, responsible for putting together 
their own meals during the day. Intern Nick Corneia told us:

“I found out that the only real meal these kids will eat all day is 
the lunch we provide for them at camp.  One of the kids I’ve been 
driving to camp with brought two small bags of Chili Cheese 
Fritos. Both bags were gone by the time we all arrived at camp. 
Those corn chips were his breakfast that morning, and I’d hate 
to think how many mornings that’s the best thing he will eat.”

Prepared by all their hard work during Camp Skillz and 
informed by what the bible says about the priority of children, 
the interns utilized their time in El Salvador to bless, teach, 
and spend time with children from the local neighborhood, an 
orphanage, and a squatter community. When interns arrived 
at the orphanage (which housed 40 girls up to the age of 17), 
they were ready to serve.  They put on a kids’ carnival in the 
orphanage. It began with a polished performance, “The Good 
Samaritan.” Next, they sang songs in Spanish, and then they 
opened up stations for the girls to visit--face painting, crafts, 
jewelry making, even a game of soccer. The team worked hard 
and gave of themselves to the children they served there.  

The interns stayed at the homes of the local people and 
were able to experience how rural Salvadorans live. They 
got to know the families--working in the fields with them, 
learning how to make tortillas as they prepared meals 
together, intentionally choosing to serve the families 
who hosted them. Interns also participated in daily work 
projects that demanded a good work ethic and educated 
them on the culture and way of life of the local people.

The final portion of the internship was spent in Uganda, 
East Africa. They arrived in Uganda on June 29 to begin a 
three-week mission. During their first week, they visited 
several schools. At one school, children performed dances 
for them, communicating the struggles of daily life. After the 
performance, the interns noticed that most of the children 
were not able to afford shoes, and many were in pain due 
to jiggers on their feet. [Jiggers are parasites that burrow 
into exposed skin on the feet and remain there, feeding off the 
blood of the host, and laying up to 200 eggs in three weeks. Left 
within the skin, dangerous complications can occur including 
secondary infections and foot deformation. Children are 
particularly susceptible to infestations and are more likely to 
suffer complications such as infections, tetanus, gangrene and 
loss of the ability to walk.] Several interns had primary health 
care knowledge, and together they took responsibility to help 
the children remove the jiggers from their feet, extending their 
visit for several hours, and were deeply impacted by the level of 
need they witnessed. Throughout their trip, they will continue 
to be confronted with issues of poverty. Through the facilitation 
of international representatives on the field, they will be able 
to learn what God’s word says about it, as well as proper 
development strategies for empowerment and societal change.

Please pray for the interns as they experience the unveiling 
of a world in need, a world that is often forgotten, avoided, 
or misunderstood. In Exodus, God says that he observes 
the misery of human beings, hearing their cries, and 
understanding their sufferings (Ex. 3:7). God has a plan to 
help those in need but he can do very little in the world 
without the help of people who choose to also observe 
misery, hear cries, and understand suffering. A summer 
internship is a beginning to the journey, an introduction 
a life lived in submission to what the Lord requires: to do 
justice, love kindness, and walk humbly with him (Micah 6:8).  

There is laughter all around as interns and children 
rest after a hard game of soccer.

Brianne Botzum enjoys talking to children 
during a school visit in Uganda. 
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Hannah Lee (student)  from 
Clarksville, TN says:

I’ve lived in Tennessee for the majority of my life. Despite all my time here, I had no awareness that I was 
surrounded by those in need. I spent most of my time in my privileged ‘bubble’ and was completely ignorant 
to the poverty around me until I did a week with SLAM. Seeing the lack of basic necessities that these families 
face every day was overwhelming. As I watched kids day after day wear the same clothes and sprint at the 
chance of being given an apple or a bag of chips, it was as if my heart broke and grew at the same time. I 
thank God often for giving me the opportunity to see the poverty that exists in my own backyard. I’m always 
telling my friends that people who say “ignorance is bliss,” clearly haven’t experienced a week of SLAM.

I’ve become much more aware of the excessive desires and greediness that had previously filled my head. My 
‘need’ to purchase yet another pair of shoes or attend one more gymnastics camp seemed utterly ridiculous 
after I spent a week with some kids who were lucky to own more than one to two outfits to play in. Possibly 
even more so than material aspects, my appreciation and sensitivity towards people greatly increased as 
well. It was impossible for me to return to my previous lifestyle of high school gossip and drama after fully 
engaging myself in a loving, Christian community all week. As I began to make the change to live a life for 
Christ, I quickly learned how difficult it was to resist temptation and earthly desires, and my heart swelled 
with gratitude for the SLAM leaders that had not only provided me models of pure Christian lifestyles but 
had also selflessly taken an interest in my own faith journey. Since that realization, I have always known the 
type of person I want to become, one who generously gives all that I’m able through love and works in the 
name of the Lord.

“

”

Turning towards the Nob Hill apartment complex, just off Interstate 24, the large, yellow-painted Super Mercado domi-
nates the landscape. It’s the first sign you’re entering into a different world, a corner of Nashville you probably wouldn’t 
find unless someone brought you there. The second thing you might notice is the worn footpath that stretches from the 
Super Mercado off towards Nob Hill. These are not sidewalks, mind you, but paths worn to dirt through constant use that 
cut through the grass and brush, connecting the Hispanic market to the population of this low-income community. On 
the footpath, you might see a woman walking towards the store, with a baby stroller and kids in tow, or walking back 
from the store with groceries, the kids doing their part by carrying a few white plastic bags. You might not make much of 
these observations; you might even be tempted to follow the general suspicions we have of people who walk anywhere, 
but these footpaths say a lot. They say a lot about why SLAM works here, and why we set up summer kids’ camps that 
provide activities and games for the children who live in these apartments.

What opportunities would your children have if your options were limited to where you could walk? When a mother 
thanked me last week, this is precisely the thing she noted; she was so grateful to see her child playing, happy, and 
engaged in activities like games and crafts.  The mothers here often have to stay inside their apartments, attending to 
chores or sick children; some have to work outside the home, all of which makes it difficult to provide their children with 
the opportunities they know they need.  This is where SLAM comes in. With the help of enthusiastic SLAM participants, 
we were able to bring activities, games, and lessons right into Nob Hill.

Our first day at Nob Hill began next to the playground, where there is large stretch of grass, shaded by a group of tower-
ing oak trees. Between 30 and 40 kids slowly emerged from their apartments, ranging from about five to 12 years of 
age. The SLAM participants began learning their names, and engaging in informal games of various kinds, which spread 
from the playground to the far end of the grass. The kids were carefree, interacting, laughing, running, and the day was 
filling up with energy and excitement.  After all the children arrived, we began the activities we’d planned. The program 
varied from day to day, but we usually started with a few games, split between the younger and older kids. After lunch, 
we shared a time of songs and teaching. with the children. We communicated daily bible stories through a skit, to which 
the children listened with rapt attention. Each day, we took a moment after the skit to discuss the lesson of the story. 
The kids participated in discussion and asked good questions. They were always quick to tell you what the previous day’s 
story had been.

At the end of the week, a group of Nob Hill mothers thanked all the SLAM participants by making lunch for them. Their 
hospitality was a gesture of gratitude we will never forget. They cooked handmade tostadas, made passion fruit juice, and 
served all the SLAM volunteers. These mothers love their children, and they love to see them having fun, laughing, and 
enjoying their friends. Their gift to us was a testament to how meaningful the week really was, and it was a reminder of 
how urgent our responsibility is to provide children everywhere with access to beneficial activities and times of learning.

Brynn Buchanan smiles with Kalley and Ashley, two sisters she 
spent the week serving at Nob Hill. Ashley, eight years old and the 
eldest of five children, regularly looks after to her siblings while her 
parents work. 

Coming to a SLAM service week was literally life changing for our kids. They didn’t really know what to 
expect.  Previously, we had done service projects with other organizations, and attended conferences that 
were centered primarily on entertaining the students.  Our experience with SLAM, however, was different. 
Our kids weren’t just sent out to do projects, but were taught the bible by SLAM leaders and began to un-
derstand why they do projects—why they serve others.  My kids no longer thought that the best thing was 
just doing a project but realized the importance of spending time and showing their love to the people they 
serve.  When we went back home, the kids shared with our church.  Our church members were so impressed, 
commenting about the difference they not only heard but also saw in our kids.
 

I work long hours every week and I only get one week of vacation a year. But I have to say, I have no regrets 
that I spent my one week of vacation working with SLAM. It was completely worth it!  All of my kids are 
already excited about coming back next year, and the older ones are even talking about going on a SLAM 
international trip.  Thank you, SLAM leaders and workers, for your bible teaching, opportunities to serve 
children from low-income areas, and the intentionality of the program that taught our kids how to live out 
what they learn.

Student youth groups come to volunteer with SLAM for a week at a 
time, participating in a “NSHVLL Week” where they learn about the 
needs that exist in Nashville, which often helps them to see needs in 
their hometowns as well.

Mothers of the children at Nob Hill prepared an authentic Mexican lunch 
for SLAM participants to thank them for facilitating a day camp for their 
children. 

This summer, SLAM students will volunteer over 1,000 hours                                                     
to a community garden.

Hannah Lee, along with a  youth group from Alabama, 
poses with the kids they spent the week serving.

The Bible teaches us that for six days God worked: creating, ordering, and organizing his world. Through-
out the Bible we see him ordering chaotic environments and redeeming broken situations. SLAM service projects are stra-
tegically facilitated in such a way as to connect students to God’s activity, which is rooted in his desire to create healthy 
environments conducive to life. During these service projects, students are provided the opportunity to engage the world 
around them in a way that brings transformation. They enter into broken environments and are then challenged to bring 
change through critical thinking, diligent labor, and demonstration of love and kindness. These projects include activities 
such as helping residents of elderly high rises to clean and organize their apartments, working with refugees to develop 
gardens that can feed their families, landscaping yards for elderly widows, restoring recreational parks in low income 
neighborhoods, and facilitating summer camps for immigrant and refugee communities.

During bible studies in the mornings and evenings, students learn biblical rationale for how such activity is God’s activity. 
They are then challenged to take these lessons back with them and to demonstrate in their homes, neighborhoods, and 
schools the same ethical concern that we see exemplified in the life of Jesus. Students are challenged to demonstrate, 
through their words and actions, the goodness of God and his concern for holistic human health.
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Duane Robertson (youth leader) from Lay Lake, Alabama says: 

Duane Robertson teaches one his students to build a soccer goal utilizing 
PVC pipes for a low-income community in Antioch, TN. 
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